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Of the Creation

Imagine a world so dark and foreboding that war is a constant threat, hardly a decade passing 
without blood being spilt by the boatload.  A world with a vast array of fantastic creatures both sentient 
and bestial locked in a never ending struggle for survival. A playground for Chaos with it's ever 
warping energies and those few forces of Order who line the fields of battle so as to prevent the utter 
corruption and ultimate destruction of the entire world.  Imagine these things if you dare, and you have 
placed yourself one step closer to the madness that is the World of Warhammer.

Eons ago this small celestial orb was visited by a space-faring race known only as the Old Ones. 
These Godlike beings possessed the power with which to alter the orbit of the planet and the distance it 
had maintained from its star.  Ultimately the entire face of this planet that they now inhabited was 
changed to suit their unfathomable plan.  In order to help with this supernal task, the Old Ones crafted 
the elder races, the first sentient, non-Dragon, beings to walk the face of this infant world. 

Eldest of these races were the Lizardmen, led by the mighty toad-like Slann, their task to help 
terraform the planet, carving out new waterways and raising high the mountains to brush the feet of the 
sky.  They built vast cities within the jungles that had been their home since the first primordial 
spawnings.  The Old Ones rejoiced in their creations and saw that all was going according to plan.

Next these God beings crafted the Elves, for they wished to create a race who where naturally 
attuned to the power that they themselves wielded.  A massive horseshoe shaped island was raised from 
the bed of the Great Ocean upon which the Elves were to study the energies that they had been created 
to wield.  Through the tutelage of the Slann, and even the Old Ones themselves,  these Elves grew 
greatly in power.  However it soon was recognized that their newest creations were susceptible to the 
corrupting influences of these magical energies, and so it was that the Creator's moved to generate a 
new race.

The third race to enter this menagerie of colorful creations were the Dwarfs.  Crafted to 
withstand magic's corruption and to be craftsmen and artisans themselves, these dour, sturdy beings 
soon betrayed a dark side as well.  It was apparent that they were susceptible to corruptions of their 
own; greed, spite and insularity.  Frustrated with their lack of progress, the Old Ones returned to their 
star vessels communing with each other in 
an attempt to do what had so far eluded 
them, create the perfect race who would 
inherit this new home that they had 
shaped.

During this period the Dwarfs 
mingled all along the mountain ranges of 
the world,  crafting gigantic underground 
cities and unparallelled weapons and 
items of Runic Power.  This power was a 
safe form of mystical imbuing that the 
Dwarfs had perfected through their 
knowledge of the Old Ones.

Sometime during this long 
forgotten period, a nefarious species of 
spore like creatures now known as the 
Orcs, seeded the planet, and began to 
reproduce at the alarming rate that they 
are dreaded for.  It is unclear if the Orcs 



reached this new planet by their own volition or if they were unknowingly transported here with the 
coming of the Old Ones.  Either way their presence was a portent for the evil things that would soon 
befall the planet.

After much deliberation and council the Old Ones decided to forge several more races in an 
attempt to create one which was perfectly balanced and resilient.  The first of this new batch of 
creations would come to be known as the Humans, not nearly as long lived or resistant as the other 
races, these Humans had to make up for their primitiveness through adaptability and cunning.  It is 
speculated, by the very few who even know what little there is to know of this long forgotten age, that 
the Old Ones never managed to complete their plan for these Humans due to the great catastrophe that 
loomed on the horizon.  

The Old Ones where forced to hurriedly bring forth the last of their creations, these being the 
Halflings and Ogres, however the lack of attention to detail was obvious in these two species.  Both 
being resistant to the corruption that magic creates in those that are exposed to it, however the former 
being obviously inbred, and the latter possessing intellects that were barely more sophisticated then the 
beasts that roamed the forests and plains.

    Of the First Invasion of Chaos

Now it is fabled that the Old Ones had built a 
planar gateway, a portal with which one could traverse the 
great depths of space in the blinking of an eye.  This fabled 
gateway, located near the northern most pole of the sphere, 
was said to hold a pathway into a realm of great 
nightmares, a realm that housed the perverse and 
corrupting power that the Old Ones opposed so 
vehemently.  

This gate, for some unknown reason, collapsed in a 
great and devastating implosion which poured out waves 
of aethyric energy creating a corrupt second moon that 
continues to orbit this world.  The energy flowed forth 
from tears in reality itself, caressing its evil and mutating 
tendrils over every corner of the globe.  It was through this 
event that Chaos was born into the  world.

During this catastrophic time the Old Ones 
disappeared.  No one knows if the eruption of Chaos 
destroyed them or if they were forced to flee, however it is 
fact that they are no longer walking the realms of this 
world.  The Slann, most ancient and wisest of the Old 

Ones creations, still hold firm to the belief that their creators will return when the time is right to finish 
what they started many eons ago.

The energies that now covered the realms of the Warhammer races, began to take form through 
the nightmares and fears of mortal beings.  As these forces coalesced they began to covet that which 
was possessed by the Elves, Dwarfs and Men.  During this time new and awe inspiring beasts were 
formed, such as the Chimeras, and Griffons.  But the most incredible of all were the massive 
incarnations of Chaos, the likes of which have never again walked this mortal realm.  These mammoth 
sized avatars of the energies that swirl in the immaterial realm of Chaos, led the first great incursion of 
living nightmares into the world.  This invasion came to a head on the fields of Ulthuan, where the 
entire Elven host was pitted against seemingly insurmountable odds, in a battle to control the fate of the 
World of Warhammer.



During this battle the first Phoenix King of Ulthuan, Aenarion, took up the cursed sword of 
Khaine and turned the tide of battle, but at a terrible price.  The Prince himself was consumed upon the 
alter of battle and the Elves were cursed to take up a constant vigil, maintaining the vortex they had 
created to draw in the winds of magic that poured forth from the great rift in reality.   This vortex 
allowed them to weaken the Daemonic Powers enough so the Elves could thwart the vast armies of 
Chaos, driving them back to their immaterial realm of shadow and nightmare.  This heavy toll has 
always haunted the mystical Elves, however the alternative would've been much worse.  For who truly 
knows the horrors that the realms of Chaos have in store for those unlucky enough fall under the rule of 
such otherworldly entities.

Of the Fall of the Elder Races

With this, the first incursion of Chaos defeated, the Elves 
set off to explore the massively changed globe.  While Chaos 
rampaged through the world the sky had rained fire and the oceans 
did boil.  Entire continents cracked, leaving terrible scars along the 
face of the once beautiful landscape.  As the Dwarfs and Elves 
slowly made contact with each other trade began to flourish, and 
the world was on course for an unparallelled golden age.  This 
however was not fated to be so.

Not only was the first Phoenix King Aenarion himself 
cursed, but his offspring were as well.  Among these was the 
nefarious and power hungry Malekith of Nagarythe, who would 
come to be known as The Witch King.  It was through his 
machinations that the sundering of the elder races began.  Malekith, 
jealous of another Princes ascension to the Phoenix Throne, 
accused his better of consorting with the hated powers of Chaos 
and then poisoned him.  When the new Phoenix King was found 
contorted and destroyed the Elves were fooled and Malekith 
attempted to follow in his fathers foot steps.  However the magical flames of Asuryan rejected his claim 
to the throne and he was hideously scared.  With his lie now revealed war between the Elves erupted.  It 
is important to note that, next to his father, Malekith was the bravest of the Elven warriors and had 
many supporters who believed he should take the throne, however Malekith's dabblings with the 
powers of Chaos left him and his followers twisted and sadistic.  These corrupt Dark Elves were 
eventually driven from the shores of Ulthuan.  Far from defeated they wove a web of deceit that would 
undo all the work that had gone into creating a fellowship of Elves and Dwarfs, the last hope to 
permanently curb the influx of Chaos.  The age long war that followed is known to the Elves as the War 
of the Beard, and fit for another tale, however it led to a the first major decline of the Dwarven and 
Elven empires.  In the wake of this age long conflict both races became insular and self absorbed, 
licking their wounds and forgetting about the evils that lay just around the corner.

Of the Rise of Men 

As it so happened the Human tribes had managed to survive these dangerous times; protected, if 
only by oversight, by the sacrifices of Elves and Dwarfs.   All manner of intrigue beset the lands of the 
south in the ages following the war between Elves and Dwarfs. In these times it is said that the dead 
rose from their graves to wage war upon each other.  Thousands of years of horror and bloodshed 



marked the earliest empires of Mankind, fueled by dark, necromantic magic that had been created by a 
powerful sorcerer known only as Nagash.  

It was during this time that all manner of fell creatures dominated the world of Warhammer. 
The newly born Vampires, the Chaos twisted bipedal Beastmen, the Greenskinned Orcs and Goblins, 
and the secretive warpstone hungry Skaven all played a part in making the world a dark and hostile 
place.  It was here in the timeline that the Dwarfs suffered a great calamity, as massive earthquakes 
destroyed much of their underground empire.  This catastrophe was just what the chaotic creatures of 
the world required to march on the Dwarfs, carving out large chunks of the Dwarven realms and 
claiming them as their own.  It seemed as if all was lost for the third-born of the elder races, however it 
was the fate of mankind to save the beleaguered Dwarfs and to take up the mantle of protectors of the 
mortal realm.

Despite the daunting odds facing them the human tribes of the north managed to scratch out an 
existence during this dark age.  Still living off the land and warring with each other, these tribes were in 

no position to curb to tide of evil creatures that dominated the lands.  It 
was during the end this particular age that there arose a young man who 
was born to the Unberogen tribe that roamed under the northern 
shadows of the Grey Mountains.  His name forever will be marked upon 
the hallowed halls of history.  

Sigmar, mightiest of the Humans, united the tribes of Men that 
dwelt between the Grey Mountains and the Worlds Edge Mountains, 
this alliance would become known as the Empire of Men.  This brave 
young warrior cemented the Humans ties with the Dwarfs in a great 
battle known as the Battle of Black Fire Pass.  In this conflict the armies 
of Men and Dwarfs pushed back a massive tide of Greenskins that were 
poised to overrun all of what is now known as the Old World.  During 
the time of peace that followed the Dwarfs taught men to craft all 
manner of wondrous items using the precious materials that are found 
throughout the world of Warhammer.  

 One bleak day, while venturing toward the east, Sigmar vanished 
never again to be seen in the flesh; however, always to be revered as a god in the Empire of Men.  With 
this knowledge in hand the Empire rose to greatness suffering its own calamities but always staying 
true to Sigmar's memory.  

Many long centuries have passed since those early days of the Empire and a myriad of threats 
have been and gone, the worst of which culminated in the forces of Elves, Dwarfs and Men uniting 
under one banner to drive back a second incursion of Chaos that nearly overtook the world.  It was 
during this, The Great War, that the masterful High Elf Wizard Teclis taught Man to bend the Winds of 
Magic to their will so as to combat the sorcery of Chaos.  This Great War took place in the time of 
Magnus the Pious, next most beloved of the great Emperors of Mankind.  Man has since prospered, 
while Elves and Dwarfs have slowly begun to further decline, but its is known that if Chaos were to 
return, the full might of the forces of Order would be required to quell its rising tide.

No one is sure how many of these events are true, for their memory has faded into the mists of 
time, however the marks that scar this world tell of great calamities and wars of such magnitude that it 
would boggle even the most gifted of wizards minds.  It is because of these scars that we must hold a 
constant vigil against the encroaching threat of Chaos, never letting our guard down for a fate far worse 
than death awaits those who give in to the poisonous lure of the Ruinous Powers!

  
Welcome to the dark and grim World of Warhammer!!


